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Executive Summary
Through the course of the Industrial Computer Systems degree students are exposed
to fieldbus technologies and SCADA systems through research projects without the use
of practical componentry. This thesis summarises the work completed to provide
students with a working fieldbus infrastructure as well as to educate the reader on the
development, implementation and testing of such networks.
During this thesis various Profibus networks were designed to be implemented into
the Industrial Computer Systems Facility PS2.027 (ICSE). Four networking examples to
be implemented in PS2.027 were created to demonstrate various Profibus data
exchange arrangements. These examples were then scaled down and simulated on a
testing platform built for this project, to demonstrate the network operates as
designed. By utilising Profibus diagnostic equipment and techniques the network
examples were then verified to be as per the designed arrangements.
In addition to the designed Profibus infrastructure this thesis briefly investigated the
development of a small WinCC SCADA environment for one of the scaled Profibus
examples. The WinCC SCADA environment designed functioned as required and
provided a template to be used as an educational tool.
A large part of this thesis focused on the development of suitable documentation, such
as the development of laboratory guides. These guides were designed to be used for
the education of future ENG345 – SCADA students. These guides provide the process
behind establishing various types of Profibus networks. The documentation developed
was also created to outline the use of the various technologies utilised throughout this
project.
It was discovered through the research and development of this thesis that many
opportunities to further develop this project existed. These advancements could be
made after the installation of the Profibus architecture into the Industrial Computer
Systems Facility over the summer period.
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Terminology and Acronyms
Active Termination: The term ‘active termination’ is used to describe a termination
that requires a live voltage source.
Baud Rate: The speed at which data transmission for networks occurs at.
Direct Data Link Mapper: Provides access between the user interface and Layer 2 of
the OSI model.
DP Master Class 1 (MC1): Classified as the central control unit of the Profibus DP
Network and is responsible for communication and data exchange with configured DP
slaves. The class 1 master is typically a PLC and sets the baud rate of the network
which the slaves automatically detect.
DP Master Class 2 (MC2): These devices can be used for configuring, maintenance,
diagnostics, monitoring and/or operation of a bus network. DP master class 2 devices
can be a Human Machine Interface, a computer or a specialised diagnostic device and
are capable of communicating with a master class 1 device on the network.
Communication between a master class 1 devices and master class 2 devices always
originate from the MC2 not the other way around.
DP Master System: The DP master system can be thought of as the DP master’s slave
polling list. Each slave device is placed on the system and when the master has
possession of the token it polls each slave for the data that has been configured.
Fieldbus: Fieldbus is a generic term derived from the combination of words Field and
Bus. The word ‘field’ can be defined as the area were equipment is located in the plant
and ‘bus’, which originates from computer science, is defined as a set of common lines
that connects equipment to transfer data along them.
GSD: Used to identify the operational characteristics of PROFIBUS devices and is used
to load 3rd party devices onto Profibus master devices.
Master: A Profibus master can be either a DP Master Class 1 (MC1) or DP Master Class
2 (MC2).
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Node: Addressable devices connected to the bus network, in the case of Profibus
networks this refers to master and slave devices.
Network Telegrams: A network telegram is a type of data packet that is forwarded
from device to device over a network. The telegram contains the address of the
destination device as well as the address of sender and contains information
requested/sent by a Profibus master.
OSI model: Open System Interconnection reference model is an established model
used by the international standards organisation to define communication for data
transfer over a network.
PLC: A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a device used to carry out logical
operations required from a control point of view.
Poll: The act of a master device fetching information from a slave device.
RxD/TxD-P: Receive/Transmit Data Positive Line
RxD/TxD-N: Receive/Transmit Data Negative Line
Slave: A slave is a passive device that reads process information and/or delivers output
data over the network. Slaves can only respond to a request made by a master.
Telemetry: The ability to take process measurements from remote locations and
transport the data to a local location.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 aims to review the background, history and project scope of this thesis
project. This chapter will then outline the various project objectives and the structure
which the thesis paper undertakes.

1.1.

Project Background and History

Through the undergraduate degree of Industrial Computer Systems Engineering,
students are exposed to various platforms of SCADA packages and industrial
communication standards available, albeit predominantly theoretical. To help better
understand fieldbus technologies as well as SCADA systems it has been decided that a
SCADA environment utilising the Siemens software package WinCC SCADA, in
conjunction with the fieldbus protocol Profibus, will be developed for use in the
Industrial Computer Systems facility PS2.027 (ICSE).
This system will make use of existing compatible equipment within the Industrial
Computer Systems facility (PS2.027) which includes the Siemens 314C-2DP PLC’s and
the Moeller easy 719-DC-RC controllers to develop a practical SCADA system over
Profibus.
The system once developed will be able to educate students in current technologies
used within the modern day industrial world. Also the system will provide some
educational background into designing and constructing Profibus networks and SCADA
systems.

1.2.

Project Scope

Through this project the design of various Profibus networks for the Industrial
Computer systems Facility PS2.027 will be undertaken. From the created designs the
project will then primarily focus on the implementation and testing of these networks
on a small scaled Profibus testing platform within the Mechatronics Facility (Mech
Room). Through the development of these networks a substantial amount of
documentation outlining the creation of these networks will be created and used to
educate future students.
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In addition to the developed Profibus infrastructure the project will briefly investigate
the creation of a small scaled Profibus based WinCC SCADA environment. The designed
WinCC SCADA environment will provide a template that can be used for educational
purposes in conjunction with the theoretical studies of SCADA systems.
Once these works are completed they will have the capacity to be easily scaled up and
used within the Industrial Computer Systems Facility PS2.027 for the future.

1.3.

Project Objectives

This project contains a number of objectives which are to be achieved. These are
elaborated further in the sections to follow.
The development of a Profibus Network:
The majority of focus for this project will be to have a fully operational Profibus
network that can be later implemented into the ICSE Facility over the summer period.
Under this objective there are many minor objectives that require completion. These
objectives are elaborated on in further chapters but can be summarised as follows:
•

Profibus equipment purchased and integrated into the network.

•

Profibus cabling, termination and connectors assembled and in operation.

•

Profibus network design, including bus cycle times approximated, network
topology design, Master/Slave arrangements and Profibus VSD
implementation.

•

The configuration of Profibus Devices to communicate over Profibus.

•

Creation of Profibus examples demonstrating the capabilities of Profibus.

•

Testing and Verification of a scaled Profibus network.

The Implementation of WinCC SCADA:
Secondary to the development of the Profibus infrastructure is the development of a
WinCC SCADA environment. The developed WinCC SCADA environment will be used as
a template for future students and will be based upon the scaled Profibus networking
example created. The template developed can easily be migrated into the facility upon
the scaling up of the Profibus network over the summer period and can be used by the
students as an educational tool.
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The Creation of Profibus User Manuals
These manuals will give step by step instructions on how to configure, install and
utilise the various equipment over a Profibus network. In addition, manuals will also be
created to explain the operation and design of the various examples created. The
guides developed will play a pivotal role in the education of students undertaking the
Industrial Computer Systems degree.

1.4.

Project Revisions

Since the submission of the project proposal and progress report there has been one
alteration to the initial project design. The change was contained within the design of
the Profibus network which was found to be non-compliant with Profibus standards.
Therefore the design was revised to conform to Profibus standards and the remainder
of the project proceeded as per the proposal. For more information on the original
project design see Appendix W&CC A.6 Progress Report and Proposal.

1.5.

Thesis Structure

The remaining chapters of this thesis paper are broken down into eight chapters to
provide insight to the works undertaken on this project. The thesis can be outlined as
follows:
•

Chapter Two: Conducts a literary review on Profibus technologies.

•

Chapter Three: Describes the Profibus networks designed to be implemented
into the Industrial Computer systems facility.

•

Chapter Four: Outlines the various Profibus network examples created.

•

Chapter Five: Discusses the scaled Profibus network example developed on the
testing platform.

•

Chapter Six: Demonstrates Profibus diagnostic techniques and verifies the
scaled network example created in chapter five operates as designed.

•

Chapter Seven: Outlines the development of a WinCC SCADA environment on
the scaled network example created.

•

Chapter Eight: Summarises the achievements made on this project and
discusses any possible future works.
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CHAPTER 2: Technical Review of Profibus
The aim of this chapter is to conduct a literature review of Profibus as little was known
about Profibus upon the commencement of this project. To conduct the review
manuals, books, websites, online help and technical forums were consulted so more
could be learnt about Profibus networks.

2.1.

Overview of Process Fieldbus

This section is structured to provide an overview into the origins of Profibus
technologies and the various types of Profibus profiles available.
2.1.1. Fieldbus Networks

In the ever evolving world of data communications and digital technologies field
devices are evolving and becoming ‘smarter’. This is achieved by the inclusion of
computing capabilities that enable these devices to execute simple functions (such as
diagnostics). The increase in capabilities of these devices required more data traffic
than the conventional analog point to point architectures could handle. This resulted in
the movement from analog networks, such as the conventional 4-20 mA networks, to a
single digital network upon which all required information can be transferred. These
digital networks utilise serial communications to link distributed I/O such as sensors to
controllers, such as programmable logic controllers. Through the evolution of these
‘smart’ devices it can be said fieldbus networks naturally developed. (1)
By comparing the conventional analog system to a digitally automated fieldbus system
the advantages of the evolution become more apparent. These advantages stem from
the progression to a fieldbus based network, such as Profibus, which generates savings
in the cost of fitting, installing and wiring the distributed I/O due to the reduced need
of cabling. However to increase the profitability of fieldbus networks there must be a
standardisation of design and an open architecture so more ‘smart’ devices can be
included in plant design. By establishing a set of rules (known as protocols) for
communication between distributed I/O the wealth of knowledge fed back to the
central server can be immense. (1) (2)
These protocols are required to govern the transfer of data and according to IEC 61158
(Industrial Fieldbus Specification) there are essentially eight different types of fieldbus
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protocols recognised. Amongst these types are the more recognisable fieldbus types
which are Foundation Fieldbus, ControlNET and Profibus. (3):
In accordance with IEC 61158 and based on the equipment available in the facility the
best protocol to use will be Process Fieldbus (Profibus). Profibus is an open based
communication protocol and is commonly utilised with Siemens based equipment. The
ICSE Facility is comprised of several Profibus compatible pieces of equipment and is
suitable for use with the PLC’s, touch panels and the WinCC SCADA environment.
2.1.2. Introduction to Process Fieldbus

Process Fieldbus (Profibus) is a fieldbus system used throughout the world with over
30 million Profibus devices in use worldwide and growing. Profibus was developed in
the late 1980s by a combination of German companies and the German government
with the goal to create a digital fieldbus system to replace conventional analog
systems. With the added ability of digital technologies to transmit more detailed
information than the conventional 4-20mA systems the move to digital networks
proved to be the next logical step. (4) (5)
Under the protocol standard known as Profibus there are in fact three profile types for
the fieldbus architecture, these are as follows:
•

Profibus FMS (Field Messaging Specification)

•

Profibus DP (Decentralized Periphery)

•

Profibus PA (Process Automation)

Profibus Profile FMS
When the original Profibus protocol was specified, Profibus FMS was created with the
aim to include more complex hierarchical systems. This was achieved by adapting part
of the Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) originating from the MAP
communications model. The completed model resulted in the Fieldbus Message
Specification (FMS) and provided the user with more advanced functions. (6)
Originally Profibus FMS was designed to handle communication at a cell level between
a PLC and PC, as well as field devices, using layers 1, 2 and 7 of the OSI model based on
an object-oriented approach. This meant data was transferred between these devices
by means of standardized communications objects and allowed for a wide range of
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applications operating at above average transmission speeds. However Profibus FMS
proved to be more complex and less flexible than required when compared to other
fieldbus protocols. (2)
Profibus Profile DP
When dealing with a large number of services at the field level or in complicated data
processing applications, the Profibus profile FMS proved to be unsuitable as the
desired reaction time and bus cycle time were not feasible. Through development of
Profibus DP (Decentralized Periphery) the conventions used by its predecessor,
Profibus FMS, were avoided to enable the coverage of the entire field level within the
automation hierarchy. Object oriented communication as was used with FMS was not
utilised and a master/slave arrangement was utilised instead. As such the DP protocol
operates where the master polls one or more slave’s data images cyclically. (6)
Profibus DP was developed as a high speed transmission profile designed for use with
programmable controllers and distributed I/O devices at the field level. The DP
protocol makes use of layers 1 and 2 from the OSI model which ensured a lean
architecture model was developed. By utilising the Direct Data Link Mapper (DDLM)
user access to layer 2 was provided which ensured the development of a high speed
communication model. (2)
Profibus Profile PA
Making use of the expanded Profibus DP protocol (DPV1), Profibus Process
Automation (Profibus PA) is the third variant of the Profibus protocol suite. The
protocol was designed for high speed and reliable communication in automated
processing applications. In automation applications the use of Profibus DP is suitable
due to small bus cycle times as the primary consideration, however when dealing with
process automation there are other important factors to be considered. These
considerations are for example intrinsic safety, fieldbus power, reliable data
transmission and interoperability. To meet these considerations Profibus DP, as
outlined in IEC 1158-2, evolved to ensure intrinsic safety and the ability to power field
devices over a bus network. Profibus PA sensors and actuators can be linked to a
common field bus line even in hazardous areas and can be integrated into DP networks
through means of couplers. (7)
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For the remainder of this thesis the focus will placed on the use of Process Fieldbus
Decentralised Periphery.

2.2.

Process Fieldbus DP

After reviewing the various Profibus profiles it was determined that Profibus DP best
suited the requirements for the ICSE facility. This was determined to be so as there are
no hazardous areas or fieldbus power requirements in the ICSE Facility. This eliminated
Profibus PA from selection leaving only two other options remaining, Profibus DP and
Profibus FMS. Due to the SCADA requirement of this thesis it was determined that
Profibus DP would be the better option of the two due to higher speed capabilities.
The remainder of this chapter will cover in more detail the general workings of Process
Fieldbus Decentralized Periphery. The information presented in the remaining sections
of this report will provide the reader with the necessary information to understand the
remaining chapters.
2.2.1. Profibus DP OSI Model

In accordance with ISO 7498, Profibus like many other communication protocols
utilises the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model. The OSI model is a 7
layer model as depicted in Figure 1 and can be arranged into two sections. These
sections outline the network-oriented Layers 1 to 4 which cover the means of
transporting data whilst the User-Oriented layers 5 to 7 provide user access to the
fieldbus network.
Layer 7

Application Layer

Layer 6

Presentation Layer

Layer 5

Session Layer

Layer 4

Transport Layer

Layer 3

Network Layer

Layer 2

Data Link Layer

Layer 1

Physical Layer

User-Oriented

Network-Oriented

Figure 1: ISO/OSI Model for Communication (2)
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For Profibus networks communication between two nodes utilises only three layers
from the OSI model and these layers are responsible for different tasks as follows:
•

Layer 1 – Physical Layer

•

Layer 2 – Data Link Layer

•

Layer 7 – Application Layer

Layer 1: Physical Layer
The physical layer of Profibus networks complies with standards IEC 870-5-1 and EN 60
870-5-1 standards. (2)
Layer 1 of the OSI model defines the physical transmission characteristics of the media
used within the Profibus network. The information covered in layer 1 of OSI model
outlines the minimum requirements the bus line must meet.
These are as follows:
•

Bus termination

•

Bus topology

•

Bus connection

•

And the transmission procedure.

Bus Line
The bus line used in a Profibus DP network can be optical media, copper wire (RS485)
or a combination of both. For the Profibus DP profile the selected transmission media
can affect the characteristics of the network architecture.
Copper wire, as a bus line media is defined in the physical layer, is based on RS-485
shielded twisted pair (STP) transmission lines that are terminated at both ends. By
using a copper wire based transmission media the Profibus network is capable of
reaching speeds in the range of 9.6kbits/s to 12Mbit/s. (2)
The length of each bus segment of the network for a Profibus DP network is based on
the transmission rate selected and the type of Profibus cable selected. The cable
profiles available that fit the requirements of Profibus are identified by a so called type
followed by capital letters A,B,C or D. It is recommended by the Profibus User
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Organisation (8) that the type ‘A’ cable, as shown in Figure 2 with a specification as per
Table 1, should be used in most situations.

PVC outer cable sheath
Braided shield
Protective foil
Filler mass
Separator foil
Cell PE
0.34 mm2 solid copper

Figure 2: Cross Section of a Profibus Type ‘A’ Cable (9)

Table 1: Type ‘A’ Cable Specification (10)

Surge Impedance (Ω)

135...165 for a frequency of 3...20 MHz

Effective Capacitance (pF/m)

≤30

Loop Resistance (Ω/km)

≤110

Core Design (Solid)

AWG 22/1

Core Design (Flexible)

>0.32mm2

Based on a type ‘A’ cable selection the permissible length of a bus segment consisting
of 32 nodes can be determined by the transmission speed selected as indicated in
Table 2.
Table 2: Maximum Segment Length Based on Baud Rate (2)

Baud Rate (Kbit/s)
Segment Length (m)

9.6 to 187.5

500

1,500

12,000

1,000

400

200

100

Although Profibus type ‘A’ cabling is the most common Profibus cable there are other
types as identified in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Profibus DP Intrinsically Safe Cable (8)

Figure 4: Profibus Polyethylene (PE) Cable (8)

Transmission Procedure
Based on the transmission procedure of an RS-485 network Profibus makes use of a
half-duplex, asynchronous, gap free synchronisation transmission procedure. The data
transmitted contains an 11 bit character frame where a ‘1’ corresponds to a high signal
on the RxD/TxD-P line, often referred to the B line, and ‘0’ corresponds to a low signal
on the RxD/TxD-N, often referred to as the A line. Figure 5 below displays a typical
Profibus signal transmitted over the A and B Lines. (2)

B LINE
DATA

1

0

1

1

0

1

A LINE

Figure 5: Typical Profibus Signal

Bus Connection
The Profibus international standard, EN 50 170, recommends that the standard bus
connector to be used with a copper wire based Profibus network should be that of 9pin D-Sub connector (DB9). The pin arrangement of this type of connector is shown in
Figure 6 below and the pin assignments for connection to the fieldbus cable and
devices are found in Table 3.
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Figure 6: 9-Pin D-Sub Connector
Table 3: Pin Assignment for a 9-pin D-Sub

Pin Number

Signal Name

1

Description

1

Shield

Shield/functional ground

2

M24

Ground for +24 V output voltage (Aux Power)

3

RxD/TxD-P

Receive/Transmit data – plus (B wire)

4

CNTR-P

Signal direction control P

5

DGND

Data Ground (reference potential for VP)

6

VP

Supply Voltage - +5 V

7

P24

Output Voltage 24V (Aux Power)

8

RxD/TxD-N

Receive/Transmit data – minus (A wire)

9

CNTR-N

Signal direction control N

Bus Termination
To reduce cable reflections and maintain an ideal signal transmission level it is
important to terminate Profibus networks. The most common fault in Profibus
networks is faulty or lack of bus termination at both or one end of a Profibus segment.
The reason for termination originates when a change in the electrical characteristics of
the network occurs such as a change in resistance, capacitance or the transmitted
signal reaches the end of the wire. It is under these circumstances that the transmitted
signal can be reflected back down the line, much like an echo, and causes multiple
signals to appear on the line. This problem of reflections affects the network by
causing signal corruption or distortion especially at higher baud rates. (11)

1

Fields in Underlined Italics are mandatory fields for all Profibus networks.
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In order to best combat signal reflections the ends of the cable in each segment must
be properly terminated with the correctly chosen resistance. By terminating with the
correct resistance the resistors absorb the signal transmitted and significantly reduce
reflections. (11)
In a Profibus DP network a so called ‘active termination’ is utilised to dampen and
almost completely remove the effects of signal reflection on the network. For a
Profibus DP network a constant 5 VDC source must be supplied at all times to the
termination, even if there are devices not powered on the segment. By connecting
three resistors in series to a 5V source and the signal lines, at each end of the segment,
as depicted in Figure 7 the Profibus segment will be properly terminated. (11)

5V (6)

GND (5)
390Ω

220Ω

B (3)

390Ω

A (8)

Figure 7: Profibus DP Termination

To simplify network design most Profibus connectors generally come with built in
switchable terminating resistors as shown in Figure 8. The power required for
termination is usually obtained from the installed stations as per EN 50 170 however if
the station cannot provide constant power then a fixed power supply may be attached.
Also to improve signal quality with high speed baud rates, speed greater than
1.5MBits/s, Profibus connectors come with additional inductors to be used with the
addition of stations which create additional capacitive loads.
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Figure 8: Profibus DP 9 Pin D-Sub Connector Schematic (12)

Bus Topology
Profibus DP bus topology is dependent on the type of Profibus network being used,
whether it is RS485 or fiber optic. Say for example a fiber optic network was being
created then the network developed will have a range of bus topologies available such
as a linear bus, ring, star or tree topology. However when dealing with the RS485
version of Profibus DP there is only one topology and that is a linear bus topology as
depicted in Figure 9.

2

Figure 9: Profibus DP bus topology (8)

2

Note: There are no spurs used in the network each node is daisy chained together.
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According to Profibus standards network stubs are permissible at lower baud rates
however it is recommended by most texts that stubs be avoided when possible. This is
because a stub in the network can cause or even amplify signal reflections more than
what may have already existed. There is an exception to this rule and that is when the
use of programming units and diagnostics is required. In this case it is best to ensure
that the bus segment is ‘active termination’3. (8)
Typically Profibus segments can only have a maximum of 32 devices on one segment
with transmission paths to a max distance of 1200m. If longer transmission paths or
more devices are required then it is recommended that a Profibus repeater be utilised.
Profibus DP repeaters can be used to extend network paths, re-condition and amplify
transmission signals and can be also used to segment networks (see Figure 10). By
using these devices there is an increase in the amount of devices that can be attached
to the network, by an additional 32 stations. By segmenting the network even further
more stations can be connected to one network. However in total one Profibus DP
network can only have 126 stations.
According to EN 50 170 standard the maximum amount of repeaters permissible in
series with each other is 3, however this is dependent on the manufacturers design.
For example the Siemens 6ES7 972-0AA00-0XA repeater can have up to 9 repeaters
connected in series.

Figure 10: Profibus DP Repeater (8)

3

The term ‘active termination’ is used to describe a termination that requires a live voltage source.
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Layer 2: Fieldbus Data Link Layer (FDL)
Also known as the Data Link Layer this layer defines the Bus access Protocol in
compliance with standards IEC 955 and DIN 19 241.
Profibus DP makes use of a hybrid bus access control mechanism of a centralized
master/slave procedure and a decentralized token passing procedure. A master/slave
based approach is used when the master in the network governs communication with
its configured slave(s) by polling them for information. However in the case of multiple
masters there must be some sort of network management to ensure only one device
talks at once. To ensure this arrangement slaves can only respond to a request made
by a master on the network. But to ensure only one master may talk at any one time
the protocol makes use of a ‘token’, which can be likened to a speaking conch,
whereby a ‘token’ packet is passed from master to master on the network as seen in
Figure 11 and Figure 12. The master in possession then has control of the network and
is able to poll there slaves for information as shown in Figure 13 (4)

Figure 11: Multi-Master Bus Access Control Procedure (2)
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Figure 12: Single Master Bus Access Control Procedure (2)

Figure 13: DP Master Polling cycle (2)

The telegram formats used in the FDL provide high quality transmission security by
complying with the IEC 870-5-1 standard. This standard outlines the use of beginning
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and end delimiters, gap free synchronisation, the use of parity bits and an additional
control byte to detect errors. (2)
Some of the errors that can be detected using these methods are as follows:
o Protocol errors
o Delimiter errors
o Frame errors
o Telegram length errors
o And character format errors (Parity, overrun, framing error)
All errors that are discovered ensure the telegram is retransmitted and can be
repeated up to 8 times before the transmission is discarded. The typical telegram
format of a Profibus DP network is given in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Profibus DP telegram formats examples (2)
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Layer 7 and 8: Application Layer
This layer of the OSI model forms the interface to the application and is the link
between application and communication. Although the OSI model consists of 7 layers
when dealing with Profibus there is also an additional user oriented layer. This layer
deals with the actual application process such as user programs, DP functions and
profiles. These Layers can effectively be considered the same layer however some
texts like to separate these two layers. (4)
The DP user interface and Profibus DP profiles, that sits in between these two layers, is
used to define the system, behaviour and functions that the various devices used on
the network may perform. As Profibus DP effectively uses only two layers of the OSI
model to achieve data transmission there is a need to define various types of profiles
to determine how user data is transmitted over the network.
By using these profiles and sets of application parameters it is easy for manufacturers
to integrate their devices onto a DP bus. Some of these profiles that have been
specified are listed below. (2)
o Profile for encoder
o Profile for variable speed drives (VSD’s)
o Profile for operator control and process monitoring
o Profile for error-proof data transmission
2.2.2. Profibus DP Expansions (DPV0 and DPV1)

The functions expected to be performed by DP slaves has become more complex and
requires expanded communication functionality of the Profibus DP protocol. The
international fieldbus standard EN 50170 Volume 2 was expanded to encompass these
additional functions, such as acyclic data traffic and interrupt capabilities. The new
expanded protocol, applied to slave and master devices alike, was referred to as DPV1
while the older standard was then referred to as DPV0. This newer expansion was
developed to be backward compatible with DPV0. This meant if the slave device was
DPV1 capable and the master was not, the slave device can still be operated without
the use of DPV1 functionality. (2)
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The new standard has made way for the new generation of devices with the only
question remaining is how each slave device differs from each other. The ICSE facility
equipment has effectively three types of slave devices available. These are as follows,
Table 4 (2) :
•

DP Slaves – These devices have the functionality described in EN 50170 without
the DPV1 expansion. Therefore these devices cannot use acyclic data traffic and
have limited interrupts.

•

S7 DP Slaves – Slightly more advanced than your standard DP slave, these
devices are developed by Siemens. The advanced functions can only be used
with Siemens S7 DP masters otherwise a GSD4 file is used and they are just
standard DP slaves. By suing an S& DP slave the user has access to an expanded
interrupt model then compared to the DP standard slaves and is capable of
processing acyclic data.

•

DPV1 Slaves – These devices have DPV1 capabilities as outlined in EN 50170
meaning they have the expanded interrupt model as well as a standardized
acyclic data traffic model. These devices can be operated by DPV1 masters with
a gsd file revision 3 and higher.
Table 4: Interrupt and Acyclic Data Traffic Handling on DP Slaves (2)

DP standard slave

S7-DP slave

DPV1 slave

Diagnostic Interrupt

X

X

X

Process Interrupt

-

X

X

Remove Interrupt

-

X

X

Insert Interrupt

-

X

X

Status Interrupt

-

-

X

Update Interrupt

-

-

X

Vendor-specific Interrupt

-

-

X

No

Yes, With S7 DP

Yes, with DPV1

master modules

master modules

Acyclic Data Traffic

4

Used to identify the operational characteristics of PROFIBUS devices and is used to load 3rd party
devices onto Profibus master devices.
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2.2.3. Profibus DP Cycles

In general, data exchange for Profibus DP is cyclic in nature. The central controller,
which acts as the master, reads the input data from the slave and sends the output
data back to the slave in a cyclic fashion. In the optimal Profibus DP network the bus
cycle time should be kept as short as possible.
The typical Profibus cycle is made up of cyclic data exchange using Profibus DPV0 and
acyclic data exchange using Profibus DPV1, see Figure 15. For this project there is no
DPV1 exchange at present however S7 DP slaves are used which also utilises acyclic
process interrupts. (8)
The communication that occurs between a master and slave is comprised of two
telegrams that are made up of process data. The amount of data transferred is
dependent on the slave devices where the typical intelligent slave device can range
from 2 to 20 Bytes of data. (8)
The bus cycle time is dependent on the following:
•

The Number of Slaves

•

Transmission Rate

•

Bus Physics

•

Amount of I/O Data
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Figure 15: Basic Structure of a DP Cycle (8)

Exact calculations of the bus cycle time can be made using tailor made programs
designed to calculate this, however the general rule given in Equation 1 can be applied.

∑
_

_
_
∗
!"#$% $$ &# ("

Equation 1: Formula for Estimating DP Bus Cycle time (8)

Where:
Tel_OV = Telegram Overhead (317Bits)
Bit_DP = Profibus DP data format (11Bit/Byte)I = slaves’ run variable
(Lo+Li) = Total number of output and input data in bytes
N = number of all slaves
Transmission Rate = Value in kbit/s
TPartialcycle_DP = Cycle Time in ms
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From this calculation a generic relationship can be developed as shown in Figure 16.
This figure outlines at various transmission rates the approximated bus cycle times
given that each slave uses approximately 5 bytes of input and output data.

5

Figure 16: Chart of Typical Profibus cycle times (8)

5

Note this chart assumes a case where there are no corrupted messages or acyclic data traffic.
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After reviewing CHAPTER 2: Technical Review of Profibus it was decided that the
designs submitted for the project proposal given in Appendix P&WCC A.6, were
inadequate in design and required improvement.
This chapter aims to detail the upgraded designs of the profibus networks to be built in
the Industrial Computer Systems facility PS2.027. The design of the upgraded networks
is based upon the Profibus User Organisation’s document titled the ‘PROFIBUS
Installation Guideline for Planning’ (8). This manual outlines the various requirements
for Profibus network design and by utilising this manual, as well as the ICSE Facility
PS2.027 floor plan the networks originally proposed were revised.
This chapter is outlines the equipment required for the development of a Profibus
network within the ICSE Facility PS2.027. After this the chapter outlines the networks
designed utilising this equipment.

3.1.

Project Resources

A key constraint for this project was the availability of the required equipment to build
the networks. If equipment was non-existent or unavailable for use then new
equipment was procured as required.
Currently the ICSE facility has on each panel in the room the following equipment (this
can be seen in full detail in Figure 17):
•

A Siemens 314C-2DP PLC

•

A 719DC-RC Moeller

•

A TP177B Touch Panel

•

A Computer with a CP-5611 Profibus Interface card
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Siemens 314C-2DP PLC

719DC-RC Moeller

TP177B Colour Touch Panel

Computer with
CP5611 Interface

Figure 17: ICSE Room Typical Panel Arrangement

Additional to the equipment listed above, the use of Variable Speed Drives for this
project was desired. These drives had to be found within the university and the
capabilities of these devices verified. For this project the use of the Danfoss FC102
VSD’s was selected as well as SEW VSD’s.
Each device used then had to be checked for compatibility with Profibus DP networks.
Of the equipment selected only the Siemens devices were Profibus compliant. This
meant additional componentry had to be procured and installed to make these
remaining devices compliant.
Outlined below are the devices which required additional hardware:
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•

The Danfoss VSD required a Profibus DP card to allow it to communicate as a
Profibus DP slave.

•

The Moeller 719DC-RC device required the EASY204DP adapter to act as a slave
on the Profibus DP network.

•

SEW VSD requires a Profibus DP Gateway which will allow the VSD to
communicate with a Profibus DP master.

These areas are covered in more detail under the Hardware and Software
requirements for the Facility in the sections to follow.
From the list above all the equipment was purchased and implemented into the
network designs outlined in the following sections.

3.2.

Determination of the Profibus Network Structure

The industrial computer systems facility comprises of eight panels each numbered one
through eight as seen in Figure 18.
By utilising the equipment listed plus the new equipment acquired (listed in the earlier
section of this chapter) for the project, the Profibus network can be built to fulfil all the
requirements outlined in CHAPTER 1: Introduction.

Figure 18: PS2.027 Room Plan
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After reviewing the floor plan given in Figure 18 it was determined that the project can
be divided up into two areas of interest. These are as follows:
•

A small scale Profibus network which is better suited to educating students on
the basics of Profibus networks.

•

A large scale Profibus network to provide students with advanced Profibus
networking techniques.

By dividing the network into these areas it was determined that the network designed
would maximise the capabilities of the room and provide more educational benefit to
the students.
The following network designs are based on the ICSE Facilities current capabilities
although through the course of this thesis this changed to include Variable Speed
Drives.
Plant/Room Design for Small Scale Networks
To properly demonstrate the capabilities of Profibus DP, and to allow students the
minimum amount of equipment to build their own Profibus network, it was decided
that the facility would be divided into 4 individual networks. These networks, as
illustrated in Figure 19, will be made up of two panels per network.
Each network will have the following equipment:
•

Two 314C-2DP Siemens PLC’s

•

Two EASY 719DC-RC Moeller’s

•

Two TP177B Touch Panels

•

Two Computers With a CP-5611 Profibus Interface Card

By making use of these network arrangements students will be able to use the
minimum amount of equipment currently available to demonstrate the three basic
types of Profibus DP networks.
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These network types, as described by Siemens Online Help (13), are as follows:
•

Master --> Slave Network (MS)

•

Direct Data Exchange Network, I-Slave (Intelligent Slaves aka S7 DP Slaves) -->
Slave (DX)

•

Multi-master Network

Figure 19: PS2.027 Small Scale Networks

During the Laboratory sessions that involve Profibus, it is assumed that the students
will work in groups of 2 to 6 students. From these groups, half of the students will
work on one side of the panel whilst the remaining students will work on the other
side of the panel
Plant/Room Design for a Large Scale Network
Realistically automation plants are large by nature and utilise multiple I/O devices and
controllers. Although the previous network design gives the students an insight into
Profibus DP architecture what it does in fact lack is the true ‘flavour’ of a large
automation plant. Therefore it was decided that on top of these several smaller
networks there would be the additional functionality to join these networks together.
By doing so the network will have multiple devices that can be treated more like an
automation plant as shown drawn in Figure 20.
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For this network design there will be 24 devices on the network, 32 if all the computers
are used, as outlined below:
•

Eight 314C-2DP Siemens PLC’s

•

Eight Easy 719DC-RC Moeller’s

•

Eight TP177B Touch Panels

•

Eight Computer’s with CP5611 Interface Cards

Figure 20: PS2.027 Large Scale Network

The cabling for this network put in place will have some sort of modular arrangement
devised, whereby through connectors the network can be extended from the previous
example to the one designed in Figure 20.

3.3.

Hardware and Software Requirements

This section outlines the various hardware and software requirements to further the
network to incorporate new technologies and enable Profibus DP communication over
the designed networks. The new technologies that to be implemented into the new
network through the addition of the equipment are outlined and the design was
revised as required.
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Hardware
The Siemens PLC and TP177B touch panels are by default able to communicate with
Profibus DP without any additional equipment being connected. This meant that the
Siemens equipment was Profibus ready, however the Moeller requires additional
equipment as well as the SEW Eurodrive and Danfoss Variable Speed Drives that were
to be used on this project.
Moeller Easy 719DC-RC
The Easy 719-Moeller Controller requires an additonal module to be purchased
separately for this device to be implemented on the Profibus Network. This module to
be purchased is known as the Easy 204-DP. The Easy 204-DP communication module
was developed using the Profibus-DP fieldbus for automation tasks. The easy control
module in conjunction with a Profibus DP gateway operates as a slave station on the
network. For information on the use and installation of this device please see Appendix
P&WCC A3.2 Laboratory Guide 2.
Variable Speed Drives
After examining the available equipment it was discovered that there are many types
of Variable Speed Drives (VSD’s) available for implementation on the Profibus
Network. For the purpose of this project two different brands of VSD’s will be utilised.
The way that these two types of VSD’s connect to the Profibus network are different
and therefore will provide students access to diverse resources.
SEW Eurodrive MC07A Series
This type of variable speed drive is a single phase 240V VSD that converts the input
into three phase power on the output. The VSD is much smaller when compared to the
Danfoss variable speed drive, as it utilises single phase 240V power it can be connected
to a standard GPO in the ICSE facility whereas the Danfoss VSD’s requires 3 phase
power. However the SEW VSD cannot be connected directly to the Profibus DP
network using a Profibus DP card expansion. Instead a Profibus DP gateway (model
number UOH11B) must be utilised as depicted in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: SEW UOH11B Gateway Device

The SEW VSDs connect to each other on a bus topology, much like Profibus DP, and
utilises their own propriety protocol known as S-Bus. On the S-Bus network there can
be up to 8 devices connected at any one time and supports on the same bus the
Profibus DP gateway. This allows a Profibus DP device to talk to the variable speed
drives over their own network.
After reviewing the Profibus gateways it was decided that two Profibus DP gateways
will be purchased allowing 4 VSD’s to be connected to each one. At this stage of the
project both gateways have arrived however there are only four SEW drives, this
means an additional four VSD’s will need to be purchased.

For more information regarding the use and installation of this gateway device please
see Appendix P&WCC A3.4 Laboratory Guide 4.
Danfoss FC102 Series
This type of variable speed drive is a 3 phase power VSD that connects to Profibus
network via a Profibus DP card that is inserted behind the LCD Figure 22. The Danfoss
VSD is a more sophisticated device and allows for advanced Profibus commands when
compared to the SEW VSD.
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For more information regarding the use and installation of this gateway device please
see Appendix P&WCC A3.3 Laboratory Guide 3.

Figure 22: Danfoss VSD with Profibus Card (14)

For this project the Danfoss FC102 VSD was selected to be used in conjunction with the
SEW MC07A VSD. It was decided to use a Danfoss VSD for the various reasons as
outlined below:
•

The Danfoss FC102 VSD Series is utilised in the Pilot Plant. This will give the
students greater appreciation of the equipment used in the pilot plant and
better prepare them for future projects in this location.

•

By using two different VSD’s a comparison between the capabilities of each
VSD can be drawn and the skill range of the student will be broadened.

•

The Danfoss VSD is a 3 phase powered device while the SEW device is a simpler
single phase powered device.

Software
To be able to use the devices that are to be connected to the Profibus DP network the
following software programs were required:
•

WinCC Flexible

•

Simatic Step 7

•

SEW Motion Studio
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By using these software programs the hardware can be configured to operate over the
designed Profibus DP network.
WinCC Flexible
SIMATIC WinCC flexible is an innovative HMI software package designed for Windows
Operating systems. Simatic WinCC Flexible is used for the design of HMI’s for Siemens
operator panels such as the TP177B touch panel used on the project. The HMI program
is developed within the software package, which is then compiled and downloaded to
the connected HMI device. The download of the compiled project can be done over a
variety of media ranging from MPI, Profibus DP, Ethernet, Serial and USB.
WinCC flexible is designed for all sectors of industry and offers software for all SIMATIC
HMI operator panels from the smallest micro panels to advanced runtime visualisation
software for PC based systems under Windows XP and Windows 7.
For more information regarding the use of WinCC flexible please see Appendix P&WCC
A.35 Laboratory Guide 5.
Simatic Step 7
In order to enable the Siemens 314C-2DP PLC to communicate over Profibus as well as
the ladder logic program required to do any action the use of this software package is
required.
SEW Motion Studio
SEW VSDs have their own operating software package used to configure their devices
using an RS-485 connection. By default the SEW VSD’s are configured to talk using
their communication protocol. Therefore before using the SEW VSD’s they must first
be configured for Profibus DP using the SEW Motion studio software package.
For more information regarding the use SEW Motion Studio please see Appendix
P&WCC A.34 Laboratory Guide 4.
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3.4.

Determining Data relevant for the line

Before implementing the Profibus network the characteristics of the transmission lines
used will first be determined.
These characteristics are determined by the following parameters:
•

Baud Rate and Transmission Distance

•

Device Addressing

•

Bus Cycle Time

Baud Rate and Transmission Distance
As discussed earlier in CHAPTER 2: Technical Review of Profibus, the maximum
attainable distance is directly related to the transmission speed selected. By choosing a
lower baud rate larger distances can be achieved. For each of the five networks to be
implemented approximate measurements of the cables where taken to be; Networks 1
to 4 approximately 30 m and for Network 5 to be approximately 100m. Based upon
these distances6 the approximate baud rate can be determined from Table 2 given in
CHAPTER 2: Technical Review of Profibus. The maximum baud rate for Networks 1 to 5
was taken to be 12Mbit/s.
However these baud rates may vary depending upon the following conditions outlined
below:
•

Any interference experienced by the transmission line as a result of noise.

•

The correct installation of cabling, connectors and devices in accordance with
Profibus standards.

•

And the accuracy of the estimations for the cable lengths made previously
based upon room size and measurements taken. If the lengths are longer the
selected baud rates will not be suitable.

Generally baud rates greater than 1.5Mbit/s are selected when system response times
require very small bus cycle times. In general a default baud rate of 1.5Mbit/s is
suitable for most applications and calculated to be appropriate for this project.

6

Note: The distances are taken to include the use of the Variable Speed Drives, a Profibus DP repeater
and a central server that is to be run for each network on the opposite side of the room.
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Device Addressing
As with any networking project it is important to establish clearly in advance what
addressing scheme will be used to uniformly and systematically distribute these over
the network. For the Profibus network in PS2.027, the address each device was given
was in accordance with the panel number and device type, as per the recommendation
of the ENG-454 students that previously worked on the project.
The device types have been numbered as per Table 5 below.
Table 5: Numerical Type Prefix Association for Naming Convention

Type
Personal Computer (PC)
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
Human Machine Interface (HMI)
Moeller 719
Variable Speed Drive
Server

Numerical Prefix Assigned
0
1
2
3
4
5

So for example if there is a PLC on panel 4, the prefix will be 1 for PLC and the second
number will be 4 for panel four. Therefore the address of this device is address 14.
Bus Cycle Time
As the network is designed for educational benefits the bus cycle time will constantly
be changing as well as the baud rate. This change is due to the students changing the
amount of I/O data being transferred over the network to verify for themselves the
change in bus cycle times.
Although it is ideally desired with the assumption of a baud rate of 1.5Mbit/s with 4
slaves and 5 bytes I/O data on the bus, that Networks 1 to 4 have a bus cycle time
ranging from 1 to 5ms. Under the same assumptions it is also desired that Network 5
has a bus cycle time ranging from 5ms to 10ms. These bus cycle times are based on the
equation given in Equation 1 and Figure 16.

3.5.

Cable Planning

Part of the design considerations for a Profibus DP network is the planning of cabling.
This section looks at the final considerations to be taken into account for the design of
an RS-485 based Profibus DP network.
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Some of the considerations are as follows:
•

Cable Selection

•

Determining The connections

•

Planning Bus Terminations

•

Planning Repeaters

Cable Selection
The cabling used in a Profibus network must comply with Profibus standards to avoid
problems down the line. There are many cable manufacturers that offer a wide range
of Profibus cabling and for this project the manufacturer chosen was Siemens. The
selection of cable was made based on the Siemens cabling offered met the project
requirements at competitive prices.
As recommended by the Profibus User Organisation (8), the type of cable selected for
this project is a type ‘A’ RS-285 Profibus cable as pictured in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Standard Profibus DP Cable (8)

For this project based on the maximum cable length estimated for this project 100m of
additional Profibus cable has been purchased to be installed in the facility. The cable
was purchased from Siemens, order number 6XV1830-0ET10. See Appendix P&WCC
A.70 for project quotes and additional equipment information.
Determining Connections
There are many types of connection methods available for Profibus networks. These
vary from 9 pin D-Sub connectors to M12 connectors and direct cable connections. For
this project it has been decided to use a combination of direct connections by means
of terminals and 9 pin D-Sub connections.
It is generally recommended that if possible all connectors should be of all the same
manufacturer and type to avoid differences that may arise between types. However in
the network designed these will only cause small manageable problems given the
small nature of the network.
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9 Pin D-Sub Connector
Currently in the industrial facility there are 15 connectors in use 11 of which are
Siemens, model number 6ES7972-0BB42-0XA0, and the other 4 are manufactured by
Phoenix Contacts. As the facility is also used for MPI networks, these connectors are
required for use here but can also be used for the Profibus network. By making use of
these connectors, depicted in Figure 24, it is estimated that to complete network 5 as
designed that an additional 30 to 40 connecters will be required.

Figure 24: 9 Pin D-Sub used in the ICSE Facility (12)

However due to budget constraints and lead time these connecters are yet to be
purchased. For this project, to reduce costs it is recommended that the connector type
depicted in Figure 25 be purchased. Although simplistic and without termination these
connecters will fulfil the requirements of the facility. See Appendix P&WCC A.70 for
project quotes and additional equipment information.

Figure 25: Basic D-Sub Connector No Termination (15)

Direct Connection
The direct cable connection method is a means of stripping the cable back and
connecting directly to terminals as demonstrated in Figure 26. This method is only
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utilised on the Danfoss VSD’s as the terminal to D- 9 assembly package was not
purchased for this project.

Figure 26: Danfoss Direct Cable Connection

Planning Bus Terminations
In the design of a Profibus network the most important aspect of project design is the
planning of terminations. As mentioned earlier in the previous chapter, bus connecters
typically come with termination capabilities built in. By connecting the last plug at the
end of each network it is possible to terminate the network. However in a practical
application if the last device in the network were to be powered down for whatever
reason then the network will experience cable signal reflections. At higher baud rates
these reflections can bring the network down. Therefore it is recommended that all
networks be terminated with a fixed power supply at each end as depicted in Figure
27. Seeing as this network is for educational purposes this is not of huge importance,
so long as consideration is taken to ensure the students are made aware of it.

Figure 27: Active Bus Termination (8)
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Planning Repeaters
Typically the use of repeaters is governed by three deciding factors. These are as
follows:
•

For extending network paths when the maximum distance for a transmission
rate is exceeded.

•

For the use of junctions that are used to segment networks when the network
exceeds 32 networked devices.

•

Or finally for separating potential sources in the network.

From the first four networks designed, neither of these networks meets any of the
above requirements. However the fifth network is close to the maximum distance the
network at 12 Mbit/s. Also there can be more than 32 devices on the one bus
segment. Therefore for the design of the fifth network there is the requirement of 1
Profibus DP repeater. For this project it is recommended that the Siemens repeater
depicted below be purchased. See Appendix P&WCC A.70 for project quotes and
additional equipment information.

Figure 28: Siemens Profibus DP Repeater (16)
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Revised Network Design
With the addition of the hardware required to run the facility, the design of the
networks each requires revision. The additional hardware to run the facility as desired
was as follows:
•

Variable speed drives both SEW and Danfoss

•

Profibus DP repeaters

•

And Profibus DP Terminations

From these requirements the network originally designed was revised as shown in the
drawings P&WCC0.1 and P&WCC0.1.
For these drawings and other detailed drawings of the Project please see Appendix
P&WCC A.10.
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The main purpose of this project was to develop a Profibus network for academic
purposes for the Industrial computer systems facility. The network created needed to
provide the students with the ability to develop their own Profibus network and also
an appreciation of what goes into Profibus network design. To develop this
understanding four data exchange examples that follow in this chapter were created.
In general the aim of this chapter is to provide an overview7 of each of the data
exchange examples created to demonstrate Profibus capabilities in an educational
environment. From these examples the students will be able to re-create these
examples in the class using the network designed in CHAPTER 3: Profibus Network
Design. It is highly recommended that these examples be created in the order
presented in this thesis to facilitate student learning.

4.1.

Profibus Data Exchange Example 1

The first of the four examples that can be implemented on the smaller designed
network is that of a standard Master – Slave (MS) communication example as
illustrated in Figure 29. With MS data exchange the slave devices transfer data to and
from the master device at the request of the master device.

Figure 29: Master Slave Example (13)

7

Note: As this chapter is only an overview of the examples there will be no specific coverage of these
areas for more details see the relevant Appendices.
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For this example to be installed the following equipment was used:
•

Two Siemens PLC’s – One will be used as the central controller whilst the other
will be configured as an intelligent S7 slave (I-Slave).

•

Two Moeller Devices – Each configured with the required GSD8 file.

•

A Computer configured with a CP5611 Profibus card.

•

And finally One Siemens HMI device.

Upon completion of this example students will be able to create simple Profibus
networks, Install GSD files, create HMI’s using WinCC flexible and have an
understanding of the difference between compact/modular slaves (Such as the
Moeller) when compared to that of intelligent S7 slave (Such as a PLC).
See Appendix P&WCC A.21 for the all code relating to this example and a manual
explaining in more detail this example.

4.2.

Profibus Data Exchange Example 2

Profibus Data Exchange Example 2 is similar to that of Example 1 however instead of
master/slave communication this example demonstrates Direct Data Exchange (DX).
Direct Data Exchange occurs when information that is passed to the master from a
Slave is effectively copied by the I-Slave as shown in Figure 30. This is explained better
through the use of the following arrangement where:
The master makes a request to a slave device, where the slave being spoken to
responds. Normally a DP slave will not do any action unless told to do so by the master
directly however an intelligent slave does otherwise. Instead of just waiting to be
spoken to the I-Slave can be said to effectively listen in to the conversation between the
master and the slave. By listening into the I-Slave is able to copy the information which
it wants.

8

See Terminology and Acronyms for definition.
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Figure 30: Direct Data Exchange with I Slave example (13)

As well as demonstrating DX communication this example will also demonstrate the
configuration of multiple HMI devices talking to the one controller.
For this example to be successful, installation of the following minimum equipment
requirements must be met:
•

Three Siemens PLC’s – One will be used as the central controller whilst the
other two will be configured as intelligent S7 slaves (I-Slave).

•

A Computer configured with a CP5611 Profibus card.

•

Two Moeller9 Devices – Each configured with the required GSD file.

•

And finally Two Siemens HMI devices.

Upon completion of this example students will be able to create simple Profibus
networks, configure multiple HMI’s to talk to one master device using WinCC flexible
and have an understanding of how Direct Data Exchange is achieved.
For programming code and manuals relating to this example see Appendix P&WCC
A.22.

9

Note: The use of the Moeller in this example is not necessary but can be done.
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4.3.

Profibus Data Exchange Example 3

Following on from the previous example this example aims to explore DP master
systems and the effect of multiple masters on the one network. Typically masters can
only read/write to the slave devices in their master system however through the use of
S7 intelligent slave devices this can be changed. Through DX communication outlined
earlier the master from a different master system can read the information
sent/received by an I-Slave as depicted in Figure 32. Also through the same DX
communication an I-Slave device can read data from a Slave on another master system
as presented in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Multi-master Example DX between slaves of different systems (13)

Figure 32: Multi-master Example DX between Master/Slave of different systems (13)
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For this example the following equipment was used:
•

Four Siemens PLC’s – Two will be used as the central controller whilst the other
two will be configured as intelligent S7 slave (I-Slave).

•

A Computer configured with a CP5611 Profibus card.

•

Four Moeller Devices – Each configured with the required GSD10 file.

•

And finally two Siemens HMI devices.

By creating this example the student should have an understanding of the following:
•

What a DP master system is.

•

How to configure more advanced multi-master Profibus networks.

•

How to configure multiple HMI’s to talk to multiple masters.

•

How to use WinCC flexible.

•

And have an understanding of how Direct Data Exchange is achieved over
different master systems.

See Appendix P&WCC A.23 for the all code relating to this example and a manual
explaining the operation of this example.

4.4.

Profibus Data Exchange Example 4

When compared to the previous examples, example four is much simpler in nature but
requires a substantial amount of know-how with regards to Profibus networking. This
example heads back to simple Master-Slave communication, but deals with the usage
of the more complicated Variable Speed Drives as slave devices on the network as
shown in Figure 33. Each VSD is different and requires different tools and
understanding of the manual’s provided to be able to configure the devices as
required.
For this example the following equipment was utilised:

10

Note: The use of the Moeller in this example is not necessary but can be done.
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•

One Siemens PLC’s – To be used as the central controller

•

A Computer configured with a CP5611 Profibus card

•

SEW Motion Studio (MoviTools) To configure the SEW equipment

•

SEW Gateway UOH11B and One SEW Euro drive MC07A VSD’s

•

One MCA 101 Profibus DP Card

•

One Danfoss VSD FC-102

•

And finally One Siemens HMI device

Figure 33: Variable Speed Drive Example

Upon completion of this example the students should have an understanding of the
following:
•

How to configure the SEW VSD’s using MoviTools

•

How to configure an SEW VSD Gateway as a slave on a controller

•

How read/write data to and from the SEW VSD with an understanding of
what’s being sent to and from the VSD.

•

How to install and MCA 101 Profibus card in the Danfoss VSD

•

How to configure the Danfoss VSD settings to allow for DP communication and
to be able to modify what data is being sent and received.

•

How to configure the controller to talk with the Danfoss VSD

•

How read/write data to and from the Danfoss VSD with an understanding of
what’s being sent to and from the VSD.

See Appendix P&WCC A.24 for the all code relating to this example and a manual
explaining the operation of this example.
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It is the aim of this chapter to outline the development and implementation of a scaled
down Profibus DP network onto the developed testing platform (see Figure 34). The
scaled Profibus network is based on Network 5 designed earlier and makes use of at
least one of each type of equipment that will be used in the ICSE Facility. From the
design each of the Profibus examples outlined in ‘CHAPTER 4: Profibus Data Exchange
Examples’ was implemented on the platform. This was done to verify if the Profibus
network behaves as per the designs outlined in Chapter 4 and Chapter 3.
This chapter is structured such that it first outlines the design of the scaled network
simulation and the implementation of hardware on the platform. It is then in Chapter
Six were the testing and verification of the operating condition of the designed
network will be outlined.

5.1.

The Testing Platform

A testing platform (See Figure 34) was developed for this project upon which a scaled
Profibus system could be setup. By developing a testing platform such as the one
below, it became possible to not only develop the data exchange examples created but
it also provided a functional station where new equipment could be tested. By going
through this process it allowed the use of new equipment, particularly the VSDs,
allowing for research into the operation of these devices which at the time was
unknown to all individuals involved in the project.

Figure 34: Testing Platform
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5.2.

Scaled Profibus Network Design

To verify operation of the Profibus networks as per the design it was decided to create
a scaled network to simulate how the network would operate. Instead of using the
large amounts of equipment for this simulation it was decided that the following
equipment would be used as a substitute:
•

Four 314C-2DP Siemens PLC’s.

•

One Easy 719DC-RC Moeller with Easy-204DP adapter.

•

Two TP177B Touch Panels.

•

One Computer with a CP5611 Interface Card.

•

SEW MoviTools – Motion Studio.

•

WinCC Flexible.

•

One SEW Variable Speed Drive.

•

One Danfoss Variable Speed Drive.

•

One SEW UOH11B Gateway device.

In the ICSE facility it is expected that all the equipment listed above would be used
with various types of data exchange profiles such as MS, DX and Multi-Master outlined
previously (See Figure 35). From the literary review of Profibus covered in chapter two
the expected bus cycle time of the scaled system is estimated to range from 1 to 5ms.

Figure 35: Scaled Network 5 Example
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For more information on this example see Appendix P&WCC A.25.

5.3.

Scaled Network Hardware Configuration

The following sections of this chapter outline the configuration of the Hardware
utilised on the testing platform.
5.3.1. Master and Slave PLCs

It was decided that the PLC’s should simulate all communication types encountered
thus far11. Therefore two of the four PLC’s were configured as intelligent S7 DP Slaves.
This was done in the hardware configuration window inside Simatic Step 7 as shown in
Figure 36.

Figure 36: Slave configuration

After creating the S7 intelligent slaves the remaining PLC’s were configured as DP
masters and the slaves were added on the DP master system as depicted in Figure 37.

Figure 37: DP Master System

Each PLC was addressed as per the addressing scheme developed, See ‘CHAPTER 3:
Profibus Network Design’, and the baud rate chosen was 1.5Mbit/s.

11

For example: Master/Slave, Direct Data Exchange and Multi-Master System.
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After the devices were configured the data exchange of 5 bytes Input/output process
data was set up.
The data exchanged was as follows:
•

Each slave was setup with a sensor reading to be exchanged

•

Each slave was setup with a switch status to be exchanged

•

Each slave and master was configured with a Heartbeat status to be exchanged

•

Each master was configured with high/low alarm status to be exchanged

The I/O data was configured to adhere to the bus cycle time requirements outlined in
CHAPTER 3: Profibus Network Design.
For more information about the configuring of a Master and Slave PLC see Appendix
P&WCC A.31 Laboratory Guide 1.
5.3.2. HMI Devices

It was decided that for this example two HMI devices would be utilised with the
intention of one HMI device per master. The HMI devices represent Master Class 2
devices and the effects of these on the network were of interest.
Each HMI device was given an address as per the scheme that was developed for
addressing network devices, each of which were configured to one master using
WinCC flexible. This was achieved using the connection tool within WinCC flexible
whereby the device the HMI will communicate with is configured, see Figure 38.

Figure 38: WinCC Flexible Connection Tool
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After the connection is established in WinCC flexible the I/O data of interest is
configured with the data set to update at set acquisition cycles as per Figure 39.

Figure 39: WinCC Flexible Tag configuration Tool

For more information about the configuring of a HMI device see Appendix P&WCC
A.35 Laboratory Guide 5.
5.3.3. Danfoss VSD and MCA-101 Card

Before configuring the VSD for communication the first thing completed was the
installation of the card as per Figure 22 in CHAPTER 3: Profibus Network Design. After
the device is connected the VSD auto detects the card and is set to the address as per
the DIP switches depicted in Figure 40. Once the card is detected the VSD must first be
manually configured, See Appendix P&WCC A.33 Laboratory Guide 3, before the
master PLC can communicate with it.
It was decided that one of the master PLC’s would be responsible for communication
with the Danfoss VSD whilst the other master PLC will be responsible for
communication with the SEW VSD.

Figure 40: Fitted Profibus DP Card and DIP Switches
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After the VSD has been manually configured the GSD file associated with the Danfoss
VSD must be installed. Once installed the VSD must then be included on the DP master
system of the PLC master device, as indicated in Figure 41.

Figure 41: DP Master with VSD

The first PLC was then programmed with the ability to read and write to/from the VSD
information such as speed, On/Off commands and the VSD status.
5.3.4. SEW VSD and Gateway Device

Using the SEW and gateway device is a very complicated process as the device is not
configured to talk profibus DP. The SEW VSD varies from the Danfoss VSD in which the
only way to communicate is to place the VSD and gateway on the SEW independent
bus network known as S-Bus. The only way to create this network and configure it, is
to use the SEW product MoviTools which provides access to the devices over an RS232 connection using the connector as shown in Figure 42. By configuring the VSD to
talk over S-Bus to the gateway it is possible for the gateway device to talk to other
devices over profibus.

Figure 42: SEW S-Bus RS232 Connector
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After the SEW devices have been configured using MoviTools the SEW gateway GSD
file can be installed and added into the DP master system as depicted in Figure 43.

Figure 43: SEW Gateway on Profibus Master System

The second master PLC was then programmed with the ability to read and write
to/from the VSD information such as speed, On/Off commands and the VSD status.
For more information about the configuring of a SEW VSD see Appendix P&WCC A.34
5.3.5. Moeller Easy 719DC-RC and Easy204DP

Of the devices, to install and configure for communication over Profibus in this project,
the Moeller is by far the easiest of the lot. Before the device can be configured on the
first master PLC12 the EASY 204 DP module must first be installed. This is performed by
powering it with 24VDC and installing as shown in Figure 44. Once installed the device
should be one device and look as depicted in Figure 45.

Figure 44: Installation of Easy 204 DP Modules (17)

12

It was decided that the Moeller will be configured on the same master as the Danfoss VSD.
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Figure 45: Moeller with EASY 204DP Interface

After installing the device the Moeller device must be powered and then configured by
the process shown Figure 46 and Figure 47.

Figure 46: Moeller Configuration Menu Part I (17)
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Figure 47: Moeller Configuration Menu Part II (17)

Once the address is set and the device is operational, the next step is to install the GSD
file as was completed with the other DP slaves. Once installed the Moeller device can
be included on the DP master system as shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48: Moeller on PLC DP Master System
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After the configuration process is complete the first PLC was then programmed with
the ability to read and write to the Moeller device. If configured properly the PLC
should have the ability to determine if the Moeller is in run/stop mode and the status
of the expansion slots Outputs. As well as these functions the PLC can also write to the
Moeller expansion slot inputs as well as put the Moeller into run/stop mode.
See Appendix P&WCC A.32 for more information about the configuring of a Moeller
device
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Making use of the scaled network developed in CHAPTER 5: Scaled Profibus Network
Testing Platform, a set of diagnostic functions was carried out. The purpose of these
diagnostics carried out was to observe the bus cycle time of the network and observe
how each device works on the network. As well as the observation of the areas
mentioned it was also decided to investigate the Profibus signal and determine the
quality of the signal. If the signal was not strong enough changes were to be made to
allow for an improved signal as required. These diagnostics were carried out by using
the techniques outlined in the sections to follow.

6.1.

Profibus Diagnostic Tools

When commissioning a Profibus network it is typical that diagnostics on the network
be carried out before the network is put into operation. By using diagnostic techniques
the commissioning engineer can see any network faults, the health of the network and
how the network is behaving compared to the original design.
There are many tools that can be used to analyse networks some of which are hand
held devices like a Profitrace device or software programs like bus monitors. For this
project the diagnostic tools that are going to be used are as follows:
•

An Oscilloscope

•

And the bus monitoring tool Amprolyzer

Oscilloscope
In a Profibus network there are many tools that can be used to diagnose networks
faults and health. Some tools are more advanced than others however of these devices
the simplest device is the Oscilloscope. A high speed oscilloscope can effectively
observe the signals transmitted on the A and B line, as shown earlier in ‘CHAPTER 2:
Technical Review of Profibus’. By observation of the signal lines it is possible to see if
there are any cable reflections, if there are multiple devices talking and if there is noise
on the network.
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Amprolyzer
Amprolyzer is a computer based software package that acts as a bus monitoring tool
which is used to monitor the bus and capture profibus telegrams. By using a bus
monitoring tool it is possible to observe how the bus network is behaving and if there
are any problems with the network.
Typical failures such as error telegrams, repeats and diagnostics can be captured and
exported to Microsoft Excel for a detailed view. The bus monitoring tool can also be
used to work out the bus cycle of the network and can be used to monitor the
information being sent from each device on the network.

6.2.

Packet/ Bus Cycle Diagnostics of the Scaled Network

The aim of this section of the chapter is to outline the experiment conducted on the
Profibus example outlined in CHAPTER 5: Scaled Profibus Network Testing Platform.
The experiment observed the Profibus telegrams sent over the bus network. It is
expected from the data captured, that the technical data covered earlier in this thesis
can be verified as well as the bus cycle time of the network built. After confirming the
bus cycle time it is expected that the original estimated time, for a 1.5 Mbit/s network,
can be compared to the time calculated by the bus monitor. Also by acquiring more
than just one bus cycle time at one baud rate additional baud rates at 187.5kbit/s and
12Mbit/s will also be used. It is expected that the data gathered will demonstrate the
change in speed of the bus cycle by increasing and decreasing the baud rate.
Experimental Procedure
Using the network established in CHAPTER 5: Scaled Profibus Network Testing Platform
the system was connected to the CP5611 card on a computer system with the bus
monitoring tool Amprolyzer installed. The network is left to run as per normal whilst
the bus monitoring tool monitors and captures messages until the buffer is full. This
program is run this way due to the limitations on the CP5611 card’s small RAM, as such
only 995 messages are able to be captured at one time and once exceeded the
program stops capturing.
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From the data acquired three bus cycle times will be calculated and averaged to give a
better estimate of the average bus cycle time which will then be compared to the
original estimate, in the case of the 1.5Mbit/s baud rate data set.
Experimental Results
Running the bus monitoring tool yielded the capture of 995 Profibus messages which
were then exported to an excel document, See Appendix P&WCC A.40 for the full set
of results in the excel document.
For a Profibus network a bus cycle is completed when the token of the bus network
goes full circle back to the first master on the network. So effectively when each
master on the network has had the ‘token’ and has polled its slave devices a bus cycle
can be said to be completed. By this definition the data in the Excel document was
modified such that 1 bus cycle from each baud rate was gathered (at different baud
rates) and presented in the tables below.

Table 6: 187.5 Kbit/s Telegram Data

Table 7: 1.5Mbit/s Telegram Data
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Table 8: 12Mbit/s Telegram Data

Using the time mark tool in the Amprolyzer it is possible to calculate the bus cycle time
for each of the cycles collected above as shown in the tables below.

Table 9: 187.5 Kbit/s Bus Cycle Time
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Table 10: 1.5Mbit/s Bus Cycle Time

Table 11: 12Mbit/s Bus Cycle Time
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From the above tables many time marks can be seen, for this experiment the time
marks of interest are as follows:
o T_1 to T_2
187.5 kbit/s Example - 11.802667ms
1.5 Mbit/s Example - 1.763333ms
12 Mbit/s Example

- 0.51ms

o T_3 to T_4
187.5 kbit/s Example - 11.481667ms
1.5 Mbit/s Example - 1.763333ms
12 Mbit/s Example

- 0.568167ms

o T_5 to T_6
187.5 kbit/s Example - 10.51733ms
1.5 Mbit/s Example - 1.512ms
12 Mbit/s Example

- 0.567667ms

Using a 3 point mean the Average bus cycle times for each example over the same
network is as follows:
•

187.5 kbit/s Example - 11.267221ms

•

1.5 Mbit/s Example

- 1.6795553ms

•

12 Mbit/s Example

- 0.5486113ms

Discussion
By observing the three bus cycles in Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8 it is clear that the
behaviour of the network is as discussed in CHAPTER 2: Technical Review of Profibus.
The token in the network is passed from master to master and when each master
grabs hold of the token, the master then polls its slaves for information.
Following the design changes made to network 5 for implementation on the testing
platform, as outlined in CHAPTER 5: Scaled Profibus Network Testing Platform, it is
expected that the bus cycle time of this system (for a 1.5Mbit/s network) range from 1
to 5ms. The range chosen is estimated using Figure 16 from Profibus. From the
experimental results it can be observed that the average bus cycle time is calculated to
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be 1.6795553ms. This fits with the design created earlier which means the network is
operating at expected speeds which are within the acceptable range.
Also from the results gathered the average bus cycle time for two other baud rates
were also gathered. These results indicate that at the lower baud rates on the network
the bus cycle time is in fact slower than compared with those at the higher
transmission speeds.

6.3.

Termination/Network Health for Example 5

The aim of this section of the chapter is to outline the second experiment conducted
on the profibus example outlined in CHAPTER 5: Scaled Profibus Network Testing
Platform. This experiment was designed to observe the health of the Profibus network
by means of an oscilloscope. By connecting the oscilloscope and capturing the screen it
became possible to observe many aspects of the network, such as signal health, bus
reflections and noise on the network. It is expected that by completing this experiment
the transmission procedure, as shown earlier in Figure 5 (see CHAPTER 2: Technical
Review of Profibus), is achievable. Also by removing a termination from one end of the
network it is expected that the oscilloscope will be able to demonstrate signal
reflections and the effect on the bus monitored.
Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure that will be followed for this experiment will first involve
the installation of an oscilloscope device as depicted in Figure 49.

Figure 49: Oscilloscope Connection
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After this install is completed the network will be set to the highest baud rate of
12Mbit/s where the signal was captured on the oscilloscope. After the signal was
captured the termination switch on one of the connectors from either end was
switched off. The new signal will then be captured and the effect on the network
observed, for example if there is a bus fault or not. This process was then repeated for
baud rates of 187.5kbit/s and 1.5Mbit/s.
After obtaining the results the network was analysed by using the diagnostic
techniques demonstrated in an ‘Introduction to Profibus Diagnostics’ (18). The
techniques used are summarised as follows:
•

It is common for the differential measurement line to hide problems so the A/B
lines should be examined as well. From the signals obtained the output should
look like square waves on the differential line and the A/B lines. The signal
should also have a Peak-Peak voltage greater than 2.5V for the signal to be
healthy.

•

If there are termination errors signal reflections will appear. Check the signal
and look for inflections consistent with the shape of a reflection. Reflections
also appear if there are bends in the cable or if the cables are too short.

•

Devices with high capacitances or devices in close proximity to each other can
cause notches on the signal lines.

•

Two devices at the same address on the scope can be easily seen fighting for
control of the bus.

Experimental Results
Whilst running the Profibus network as per normal, the oscilloscope was connected
and the following results were yielded in the figures to follow.
Note for each of the figures to follow, the yellow line is the A line, the blue is for the B
line and the Red line is the differential (B-A) line. The differential line, in most Profibus
diagnostics, is the line that is usually demonstrated however this line tends to hide any
problems that may exist but are visible on line A or B. For this reason all three lines are
shown.
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Figure 50: Terminated 12mbit/s Network Capture

Figure 51: Incorrectly Terminated 12mbit/s Network Capture
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Figure 52: Terminated 1.5mbit/s Network Capture

Figure 53: Incorrectly Terminated 1.5mbit/s Network Capture
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Figure 54: Terminated 187.5kbit/s Network Capture

Figure 55: Incorrectly Terminated 187.5kbit/s Network Capture
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Discussion
From observation of the results gained versus the expected signals given in Figure 5
back in CHAPTER 2: Technical Review of Profibus, it is obvious the signal lines A and B,
gained from experimentation are similar to those shown in the figure. This means the
transmission procedure of the Profibus network is acting in a manner that is to be
expected.
Now using the diagnostic techniques covered earlier, a summary about each baud rate
can be made as follows:
•

12Mbit/s Baud rate network terminated (Figure 50)
o The notches on the line indicate that there are many devices in close
proximity to each other.
o On the B-line it is evident that there are some minor reflections in the
cable. This may be from a cable bend in the network or a poorly
connected terminal.
o The signal shown resembles a square wave with a Peak to Peak voltage
of approximately 5V.

•

12Mbit/s Baud rate network incorrectly terminated (Figure 51)
o The differential signal is a complete mess without order; this means the
bus is faulty which was verified by the Bus fault indicator on the PLC’s.

•

1.5Mbit/s Baud rate network terminated (Figure 52)
o The notches on the A line indicate that there are devices in close
proximity to each other.
o On the B-line it is evident that there are some minor reflections in the
cable. This may be from a cable bend in the network or a poorly
connected terminal.
o The signal shown resembles a square wave with a Peak to Peak voltage
of approximately 5V. It is also notable that this signal is much Healthier
than the 12Mbit/s terminated example.

•

1.5Mbit/s Baud rate network incorrectly terminated (Figure 53)
o The notches on the A line indicate that there are devices in close
proximity to each other.
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o There are lots of reflections in both lines and is very noticeable in the
differential line. From this figure it is obvious that there is a termination
problem given the severity of the reflections.
o Even with an incorrectly terminated signal as shown, the signal still
resembles a square wave with a Peak to Peak voltage of approximately
5V. It is also notable that the lack of termination did not cause a Bus
fault like with the 12Mbit/s example
•

187.5kbit/s Baud rate network terminated (Figure 54)
o There are notches on the A and B line that indicate there are devices in
close proximity to each other. Although when compared to the previous
examples the notches are not as bad and there effect is minimal.
o The cable reflections evident in other examples have almost
disappeared in this example and are negligible at best.
o The signal shown has the best resemblance of a square wave out of the
three examples, with a Peak to Peak voltage of approximately 5V. It is
also notable that this signal is much Healthier than all previous
examples due to its shape and voltage.

•

187.5kbit/s Baud rate network incorrectly terminated (Figure 55)
o The same notches as with the previous example.
o There are minor reflections in the lines and can be attributed to a
termination problem or even the addition of stub line or possibly a
cable bend.
o The signal resembles a square wave with a Peak to Peak voltage of
approximately 5V. It is also notable that the lack of termination behaved
the same as the 1.5Mbit/s example.

From the experiment it can be concluded that the lower baud rates, at the sacrifice of
speed, provide more network stability. At higher baud rates it can be said that
termination becomes critical to the point where incorrect termination can bring down
the bus. It should also be mentioned that the diagnostics carried out provided accurate
explanations of problems, particular with the cable notches and bent wires. This was
evident due to the apparatus set up whereby all the Profibus devices were in very
close proximity to each other and there were some bent wires in the network.
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The previous chapters of this thesis dealt with the development of a Profibus network
to be implemented in the ICSE Facility. Each chapter dealt with a specific aspect
relating to this with the last these chapters concluding on the various diagnostics
carried out on the scaled network developed on the testing platform.
With the scaled network in place, the next logical step was to implement a SCADA
system over the established Profibus network. The designed and implemented SCADA
system will provide a template for teaching purposes and can be easily scaled up into
the ICSE facility easily when the network is installed.
The concept of a SCADA system can be new to people who may have never
encountered the concept. The purpose of this chapter is to explain in broad terms the
concept of a SCADA system as well as provide an insight into the SCADA system
previously developed on the network scaled network.

7.1.

What is a SCADA?

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition systems, more commonly known as SCADA
systems, refer to industrial computer systems that monitor and control industrial
infrastructure and processes. Historically SCADA systems have been around as long as
there have been automation systems where the original SCADA systems were
comprised of control panels with lights, dials and various manual control devices.
Although these devices are still used in modern day technology the use however has
been somewhat limited given the capability of the modern day computer systems. (19)
Through the development and modernising of manufacturing and industrial processes
an increased need for telemetry arose. Nowadays SCADA systems have the capability
to combine telemetry with data acquisition from remote locations. This encompasses
the collection and processing of information which in turn can be used for analysis and
control. These computer systems provide the operator an interface to the process
through Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) and allows for access to a process from a
remote control centre. (19)
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The typical SCADA system collects data from field devices and transmits the data over
any supported industrial communication protocol. Data from these devices are then
collected by PLCs or Remote Terminal Units (RTU) which can be forwarded over the
industrial network to the central SCADA server for analysis. (19)

7.2.

SCADA Software

SCADA software is either proprietary or open based software depending on the
company. It is common for most companies to develop SCADA software packages
designed to communicate with their own hardware. WinCC SCADA is an example of
proprietary software developed by Siemens to communicate with their HMI panels and
PLC’s, although some support is offered for third party vendors. A decision has been
made to use the WinCC SCADA software packages as the hardware being used is
primarily Siemens.

7.3.

Using WinCC SCADA

When confronted with WinCC SCADA the development of a SCADA system using this
software may seem daunting at first but in reality is actually quite simple. When first
starting, a new project must be created at which point the program will ask if the
SCADA system will be a single user project or multi-user project.
•

Single User Project – A project that is created in this method can only be used
on the one computer.

•

Multi-User Project – Is a project where a server is created that the monitors the
I/O points whilst a client connects to the server gathering the data as required.

After selecting the project type, the project is created and the next thing to do is to
create the connection to the PLC’s as per the Profibus network design. After the
connection is created it is possible to create a tag that relates a PLC I/O point to the
SCADA system under a user defined name. Once all tags are defined the SCADA
graphics can be designed as required.
For more information about the use of WinCC SCADA refer to Appendix P&WCC A.37.
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7.4.

WinCC SCADA Room Design

With the addition of a SCADA system to supervise the equipment on the Profibus
network additional considerations must be made in the design of the Profibus DP
network. For example for a WinCC SCADA system to be developed a central server for
the SCADA must be created and included on the network. Through discussion with
various parties it was decided that the server would be kept separate to the computers
used on the Panels. This meant that the computers on the opposite side of the room
must be used on the network and as such the networks design required revision.
For the final revised drawing set refer to Appendix P&WCC A.10.
From the network designed it is recommended that a computer for each pair of panels
(I.e. Panel set 1 and 2) be set aside for use with WinCC SCADA. The computers set
aside will function as servers, for each network created and in the case of the larger
network they will function as one server with three clients.
By setting up a group of computers for this purpose it is desired that the following
recommendations be met:
•

All conflicting software must be removed to avoid known compatibility issues
(software such as National Instruments LabVIEW).

•

Administrator privileges suitable for the operation of WinCC SCADA need to
be created.

The reason for meeting these requirements is to ensure the developed SCADA system
operates as desired.

7.5.

Scaled Profibus WinCC SCADA Simulation

To provide familiarity with the use of WinCC SCADA a simulation was developed with
the intention of controlling / monitoring the equipment mounted on the testing
platform. The simulation was to demonstrate the capabilities of WinCC SCADA as well
provide a platform for students to basis for future works regarding the development of
a SCADA system for PS2.027.
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The following screen shots demonstrate the capabilities and look of a SCADA system
developed for use. It is envisioned that in the future students will be able to develop
their own SCADA pages as shown during class time.

Figure 56: SCADA Home Page

Figure 57: SCADA Moeller Page
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Figure 58: SCADA SEW Page

Figure 59: SCADA Danfoss Page
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CHAPTER 8: Concluding Remarks
8.1.

Project Conclusions

Through this thesis a review of Profibus technologies was undertaken and from this
the Profibus network architecture for the ICSE Facility was developed. From here a
decision was made to utilise various networking examples to demonstrate the
capabilities of Profibus which could be implemented on top of the designed networks.
A scaled network was then developed and implemented on a testing platform built
during this project. It was upon the platform that various equipment utilised on this
project was connected to the scaled Profibus network. This provided a platform upon
which the operation of these devices could be learnt, understood and then
documented for future students.
Once operation of the equipment was understood the Scaled network was then used
to demonstrate the various types of data exchange used within Profibus networks.
These types of data exchange profiles are based on the four examples created in
Chapter Four. From here the operation of the scaled network was verified to be as per
the design through the use of an Oscilloscope and Amprolyzer.
From the created scaled network, it was then decided to utilise WinCC SCADA and to
demonstrate the capabilities of a SCADA system over the Profibus network. Using
WinCC SCADA a template for a basic SCADA system was created which can be used as
a teaching tool for future students.
Through all stages of this project various documents were created for use as guides for
future students. These documents outline the development of a Profibus network,
how to use various equipment over the Profibus network, how to use various software
packages such as WinCC SCADA and the creation of various data exchange types over a
Profibus network.
Review of the project demonstrates that the project achieved all the goals originally
set out with the exception of network installation the Industrial Computer Systems
Facility PS2.027, which was to be done over the summer holidays following the
submission of this thesis paper.
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8.2.

Proposed Future Works

This project has only scratched the surface of Profibus implementation and in order to
develop the project further it is recommended that following tasks be undertaken in
the future:
•

Purchase a ProfiTrace Device – These devices are handheld bus monitoring
tools with much greater capabilities than that of Amprolyzer.

•

The SCADA system developed in CHAPTER 7: WinCC SCADA demonstrated only
the basic capabilities of a SCADA package. It is recommended that a more
sophisticated SCADA system be built which demonstrates WinCC SCADAs full
capabilities. Some of the features that can be explored are the use of a MultiUser Project with a server/client arrangement.

•

There are many more Profibus DP devices than those featured in this project
out in the industrial and manufacturing fields. The procurement of more
Profibus DP devices would provide students access to more examples of
equipment used in the process automation field. The equipment can then be
used to establish control loops that can be maintained, to demonstrate real
world applications.

•

The inclusion of Profibus PA capabilities through the use of a DP/PA coupler
device as is used within the Instrumentation and Control Facility. This provide
students more access to Profibus technologies and the use of various
instrumentation
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